SAFETY PROGRAM

Reduce accident costs and create
a safety-conscious driving culture
Unsafe driving leads to violations
for 1 in 4 fleet vehicles. It can
also lead to accidents, which have
enormous impact on your business.
Implementing a fleet safety program
is a crucial first step in preventing
accidents and promoting a safetyconscious driving culture.
Wheels Safety program covers
every aspect of safety, including
establishing a safety policy,
identifying risk, intervention and
reinforcement.
Because different fleets have
different safety needs, our
program is structured so that it
can be custom-designed to your
specifications. We help you select
what you need from our program's
components, such as:
• Motor Vehicle Record 		
& Points program
• Safety Training
• Driver Performance 			
Assessment
MVR Monitoring
Wheels MVR Monitoring program
enables you to put your safety focus
where it is most needed and pinpoint
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trends that could expose your
business to risk. All without the wait
of traditional programs. This system
automatically identifies and flags
potential problem drivers, lowers the
number and severity of accidents if
corrective action is taken, and saves
you money. Our program provides
you with an accurate, up-to-date
history of driving performance for
each driver in your fleet, as well as
other individuals who might drive a
company vehicle. We also offer an
MVR points system that provides
a simple, effective method for
establishing whether drivers are
operating within the parameters of
your safety policy.
Safety training
Increased safety awareness reduces
accident frequency and severity. The
Wheels Safety Training services help
protect your drivers while lowering
your accident rate.
Our complete program offers
both online and behind-the-wheel
training to reinforce good driving
practices to your employees. Drivers
can be assigned to a standard
schedule of training courses
(updated annually per your needs),

WHEELS SAFETY
PROGRAM DOES IT ALL

• Policy benchmarking
• Access to research and
expertise
• Educational presentations
and statistics tailored to
your company
• MVRs and risk profiling
• Automated training 		
assignments
• Communication tools
including a custom web
portal, surveys, driver fair
exhibits
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on an ad-hoc basis, or based on
predetermined criteria such as upon
hiring or after at-fault collisions.
Driver performance assessment
Driver Performance goes beyond
driver records and collision data
to provide you with the most
comprehensive, integrated and
flexible way to evaluate and take
action on your drivers’ performance.
The service combines multiple points
of driver data—collision history and
MVR data, as well as events like
training data, manager observations,
telematics information and more—to
calculate one overall driver score
and help you analyze risk. The events
included are customizable, offering
the simplest solution for measuring
driver behavior per your company’s
specific parameters.
Driver Performance integrates all
of your chosen driver information
through our online safety command
center, eliminating the need for you
to spend time monitoring programs
across multiple vendors.
Wheels can support you in achieving
your goals of reducing accidents
and promoting the wellbeing of
your employees and their families.
Whether through setting the
right policy, screening for risky
behavior, minimizing distractions
or addressing any other concerns,
Wheels can help you manage your
safety program more effectively.

CONTACT WHEELS TODAY to learn more about our Safety Programs.
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